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A STUDY OF SAMKOK: The First
Thai Translation of a Chinese Novel
Malinee Dilokwanich *

SOmkok «111fin is a Thai translation of a 14th-century Chinese novel,
San-kuo yen-i
3by Lo Kuan-chung
~
by a
team of translators under the editorial supervision of Chaophraya Phrakhlang
(Hon), a prominent Thai poet and nobleman. The translation was started in the
late 18th century and finished in the early 19th century. It was commissioned by
King Rama I during a time of military and political change and was largely intended
as a text of military tactics, but it became a major literary work in its own right.
SOmkok is an important work in Thai literary history not only because it is
the first work of translation made from a Chinese source, but also because it has
a unique place in Thai literature as the only translation from Chinese to receive
general acclaim as a literary work. To be sure, there are translations and reworkings
of other foreign literature that are recognized. But SOmkok is the only one from
Chinese that is respected and recognized as a work of art and a great source of
literary entertainment. There are serveral subsequent translations from Chinese
fiction but none has received such a prestigious appraisal.
There are two possible approaches to studying SOmkok and thereby accounting
for its unique position in Thai literature. One is to study SOmkok as a work of Thai
literature in its own right. The other is to investigate SOmkok as a translation and
see how the translation treats its original by comparing the two texts to find what
features are derived and what features are new.
A comparison of SOmkok with the Chinese original shows the following
differences. In format of presentation, SOmkok changes the literary form to pure
prose, rearranges the chapters, provides new chapter headings and a new table of
contents. It changes the literary medium, the style, and the format so that a new
genre of prose fiction is created. The language of SOmkok is idiomatically
adjusted to Thai usage, including the use of royal speech, special pronouns, various
systems of measurement, and the lunar calendar. It changes the language and the
content in compliance with Thai language usages and cultural context, with the
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result that the translation becomes natural, understandable, and appealing. And it
also uses language at a high literary level and of high quality. Silmkok discardes the
technique of creating suspense, the use of verse for narrative purposes, and the
exciting way of introducing the characters. It adopted instead a simple, straightforward
style of narration and made use of an omniscient narrator. Only 400Jo of the text
of Samkok gives approximate translation, while the majority is largely a rewriting of
the ideas gathered from the original Chinese. The content of Samkok also reveals
a major change in the philosophical framework; it leaves out the Chinese concept
of T' ien as the Creator and systematically adopts the Buddhist concept of bun-kam
or the principle of moral retribution. In consequence, the idea of fate, heroism,
and tragedy, which is central to the Chinese original, has changed in its meaning
and significance to the story.
It becomes clear from the investigation that Samkok is drastically changed
from its original. It makes a total adaptation to Thai literary conventions, to the
Thai language, and to the Thai world view. Samkok, a unique Thai work of high

literary quality, is not a strict translation, but a highly adaptive work. Being so,
it has achieved widespread acceptance not only as a didactic work but also as a
popular source of entertainment.
I
Social and Political Setting

With the sudden increase of Chinese immigrants after the fall of the
Ayutthaya e:J~n-m Kingdom (1350-1767), particularly during the reigns of King Taksin
~11f1HU. (r. 1767-1782) and King Rama I (r. 1782-1809) (1), Chinese influence on diverse
aspects of the Thai life including literature was phenomenal. Immigration of Chinese
to Siam was of course not a new movement, for early Chinese settlers could be found
as early as the thirteenth century when the first diplomatic missions between Siam and
China took place. (2) Henceforth, the growth of Chinese immigrants increased steadily
but slowly.
The former had Thonburi as its capital and was often referred to as the Thonburi period. King
Rama I, who ruled the Kingdom after King Taaksin, moved the capital to Bangkok and proclaimed
his own dynasty of Chakri.
2. For further information as to the Sino-Thai historical relations and the early movement of Chinese
immigration to Thailand during the period from the thirteenth century to 1767, see Kenneth
P. Landon, The Chinese in Thailand (1941; rpt. New York: Russell & Russell, 1973), pp. 1-6;
Likhit Hoontrakul, The Historical Records of the Siamese-Chinese Relations (Bangkok: n.p., 1953),
p. 103; George William Skinner, Chinese Society in Thailand: An Analytical History (London:
Oxford University Press, 1957), pp. 1-20; Phaithil_!l Mikuson 1Vl-.:J1fi il~f!~ Prawattisat Thai
t.h:::~fi1Hm1:rm (Thai History), (Mahlisarakhrlim: Prida klinphim, 1978), pp. 209-214.
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It was only after the collapse of Ayutthaya that the influx of Chinese people became
extraordinary.

There are three major factors that contributed to the unprecedented flow of
Chinese immigrants in 18th-century Thailand. The first factor has to do with the
problem of underpopulation which was a serious situation right after the deva~tating
attack on Ayutthaya by the Burmese in 1767. The capital city of Ayutthaya was
left in a state of total ruin most of its population of approximately two hundred
thousand having been either plundered or evacuated as captives. The country's
population which was already low relative to agricultural productivity because of
war with its toll in deaths and forced emigration, was especially depleted during
the ruinous wars with Burma after 1759. (3) Upon the ascension of King Taksin
who unified the country four months afterwards, there occurred a crisis in
which the demand for manpower was critical, for the new ruler had only about
ten thousand followers in the new capital. (4) This was 5117o of the number of
population of Ayutthaya city prior to its destruction. Throughout the course of
Thai history such events pertaining to the lack of population or manpower had been
quite common following each war between Siam and her neighbors. (5) However,
the destruction of Ayutthaya and the diminution of its citizens by 1767 was so great
that the new ruler was forced to build a new center of Thai civilization at ThonburT
li'\.1.~ as well as to make recruiting manpower the first priority. The need of
manpower was at that time critical not only for agricultural cultivation which was
the mainstay of the economy of the country, but also for military purposes, in view
of the necessity to ensure the freedom and stability of the country. (6) Under these
circumstances the movement of people from neighboring countries and China was
especially welcome. Since Chinese people were recognized by the Thais as free men,
the former could offer all kinds of labor services.
The necessity to reestablish international commerce with China was the
second factor that resulted in the great influx of Chinese merchants and tradesmen
3. Skinner, p. 30.
4. Chiinwit Kasetsiri, "Mong Prawattisat ton Rattanakosin," 3JeJ;Jt.h::~fi1Hm~u7m.~.1niht'Yl7 (Viewing
the History of Early Rattanakosin Period) Sinlapa watthanatham fit'ltl"i~'Uli773J 2, No. 18 (April
1981), 16.

5. Akin Rabhibhadana, Wilailak Mekarat, and Walwipha Burutrattanaphan, Social History of the
Thai Kingdom 1782-1873, Part I of Persistence within Change (Bangkok: Thai Khadi Research
Institute, Thammasat University, 1981), p. 5.
6. Akin, p. 6.
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to Thailand during this period. With many wars going on, the country needed to
have enough sources of revenues to cover military and other expenses. The Chinese
played a significant role in acquiring a major amount of the state income, as
Thailand's international trade depended largely on the assistance of Chinese agents
and crews. Her trade with China at that time represented the country's sole economic
output. (7) It is known that the government of King Rama I received a large part
of the revenues from trading activities with China. (8) Due to mutual promotion
in trade there was then a rapid expansion in, the volume and variety of the goods of
the two countries. And since the Europeans were for the most part effectively
excluded from the Siam trade during this period, its growth was borne mainly by
Chinese and Thai. (9) The general position of Chinese merchants and shippers
improved in consequence, not only because of the increased private trade sponsored
financially by Thai officials and nobles, but also because Chinese were largely used
in the royal trading enterprises. (10) As a result of these developments, the Thai
government could only encourage Chinese immigration. As one writer comments:
The first two Jakkri kings developed state trading and royal
monopolies to an unprecedented degree. In order to increase the
production of Siam's exports and provide crews for their royal
ships, they encouraged Chinese immigration. Even the ships
belonging to the kings brought back Chinese passengers, in direct
violation of Manchu tributary and trading regulations. Writing in
1822, Finlayson stated that, because the king and his ministers
wished to increase the produce of the country, "Chinese emigrants
were . . . encouraged beyond all former example." From this we
may assume that the upward trend in Chinese immigration, begun
7. Skinner, pp. 11, 18; Phonlakiin 'Angkinan VH'I~& '!l..:~lhtunu Botbiit chiio Chin nai Prather Thai nai
ratchasamai Phrabiit Somdet Phra ~hunla'Chomkliio Chiiojfilua 'I.J't11J1mf11Wluili::L't1fl1'Yinlui''!ltnjg
Vi1::'1.J1't1":JJLtl~VI1::t~t'I~El:JJLna1L~1llU«1 (The Role of Chinese People in Thailand in the Reign of
King Chulalongkon)', (Bangkok: Pr~l!hak kiinphim, 1972), pp. 14-S.
8. Akin, p. 142.
9. Skinner, p. 18.
10. Manlikii Rii angraphi ~&im L7a..:11::Yl Botbiit khong chiio Chin nai diin setthakit sangkhom lae
sin/apakam Thai samai ratchakiin thi nu' ng thu' ng ratchakiin thi j; haeng Krupg Rattanakosin
'I.J't11J1't1'll£l,j'!I11Wl'U.~1'U.Lf!1l!tjii~ W-llfi:JJ LL&::fim..lm1:JJl't1!1 ditli''!lm&Yi 1 ii-\li''!lm&Yi 4 LLvl-IITn;-lli'fl'U.lniiuni (The Role of Chinese People in Thai Economics, Society, and Artistic Activities during the
Period from the First to the Fourth Reigns of Rattanakosin Dynasty), (Bangkok: Chuliilongkon
University Press, 1975), p. 46.
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in King Taksin's reign, continued without break into the nineteenth
century. (11)
The third factor that attracted Chinese immigrations was the fact that the
new Thai leaders were themselves of Chinese descent. The case of King Talcsin·
whose father (12) was a native of the Ch' a<rchou )f~ 1fj dialect was outstanding.
Because of Tiiksin's favorable attitude towards his own ethnic group, the Chinese
under his reign increased and prospered very rapidly. The Ch' a<rchou dialect
people in particular received most privileged treatment from the Tiiksin government
as they were called the "royal Chinese" ( ;hin lUang ~U'VI\'11-3} and had residential
quarters of their own. (13) "Tiiksin's policies doubtless attracted many Teochius
[Ch' a<rchou] to Bangkok, where they predominate today." (14) On the basis of
eyewitness accounts of the first of Tiiksin's reign, a French historian recounted in
1770: "The Chinese colony is the most numerous and flourishing,- by the extent of
its commerce and by the privileges which it enjoys." (15) John 'Crawfurd, one of
the first Europeans to visit and write about Siam after Taksin reigned, wrote:
It was through the extraordinary encouragement which he [Tiiksin]
gave to his countrymen that they were induced to resort to the
country and settle it in such numbers. This extraordinary accession
of Chinese population constitutes almost the only great and material
change which has taken place in the state of the kingdom during
many centuries. (16)
" King Rama I, who ruled after King Tiiksin and founded the present Chakri
II. Skinner, pp. 24-25.
12. King Tiiksin's father whose name was Tile Hai-hong LLitUUD..:J was a Chinese tax farmer in the last
years of the Ayutthaya period who received an honorific title •of "khun Phat" "j\L~W. See
Landon, p. 7; Phaitiin, p. I.
13. Phonlakiin, p. 13; Manlikii, p. 46.
14. Skinner, p. 21.
IS.

M. Turpin, Histoire civile et naturelle du Royaume de Siam (Paris: n.p., 1771), p. 9. Quoted in
Skinner, p. 21 and Victor Purcell, The Chinese in Southeast Asia (London: Oxford University
Press, 1965), p. 92.

16. John Crawfurd, Embassy to Siam and Cochin-China (n.p.: n.d.), p. 450. Quoted in Skinner, p. 21
and Purcell, p. 95.
17. The fact about King Rama l's mother's Chinese background is recorded in a letter written by
King Rama IV, the grandson of King Rama I and the son of King Rama U, to Sir John Bowring
printed in The Kingdom and the People of Siam by John Bowring, Vol. I (London: n.p., 1857),
p. 66.
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dynasty, was of Chinese descent on his mother's side. (17) It was perhaps
because of this Chinese background also that King Rama I, like King Taksin,
encouraged the immigration of Chinese and their full participation in trade and
shipping. As a result, the Chinese made up the largest portion of the nation's
immigrants and constituted quite a significant proportion of the capital's population.
The Chinese population within the early Bangkok period was estimated by
William Skinner to be about 200,000 altogether, while the total population of the
country was estimated to be about 5 million. (18) This number included 100,000
China-born Chinese as well as those who were born in the Kingdom but considered
themselves Chinese. "They were concentrated in Bangkok and the tin mining areas
of the south, and scattered in coastal towns. Bangkok was the chief center of
Chinese concentration, and they probably constituted over half the population in
the capital throughout the first half of the nineteenth century.'' (19)
The prestige of Chinese civilization had for long· been high in Siam and the
Chinese immigrants had well established themselves in the Thai social system ever
since the beginning of the Ayutthaya epoch. (20) Yet, their impact on the Thai
social, economic, and cultural life had never been so influential as compared to that
of the Thonburi-Early Bangkok period. Because of the government's favorable
regard, Chinese were then the sole group of foreigners in Thailand who enjoyed
social rights and privileges. They were allowed to retain their national identity by
keeping the custom of wearing queues and using Chinese names. (21) Unlike other
aliens, the Chinese were never considered as foreigners by the Thai, perhaps due to
a similar religious belief in Buddhism, and therefore they were allowed to marry
Thai citizens. (22) Moreover, they were totally exempted from corvee labor which

18. Skinner, pp. 71, 79.
19. Akin, p. 101. Crawfurd estimated in the reign of King Rama II out of 50,000 Bangkokians there
were 31,000 Chinese. Jacob Tomlin in his work written in 1844 claimed to have access to the
official report of census of the year 1828 that the population of Bangkok was 77,300 of which 31,000
were Chinese: The figures reported by Crawfurd and Tomlin were quite close. This information is
cited in Chanwit's article, p. 16. Dr. Ruschenberger, a medical officer and historian who accompanied
a group of American envoys to visit Southeast Asia during 1835-1837, reported that in 1836 there
were over 400,000 Chinese in Bangkok out of a total population of 500,000. This is taken from
The Chinese in Southeast, Asia, p. 98.
20. See Skinner, pp. 14-15; Phonlakiin, p. 10; Manlika, p. 13 and Purcell, p. 91.
21. Akin, p. 102.
22. Skinner, p. 11 and Phaithiin, p. 211.
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was required for those belonging to the class of commoners of phrai lvri. (23) Being
unbound by this obligation, Chinese immigrants were able to move about freely in
the kingdom, to render services and labor for payment or to undertake private
business, and these were again the kind of privileges the commoner class was devoid
of. Occupation-wise the Chinese were mainly engaged in wage labor and entrepreneurial
trades with no competition from the Thai. (24) This development largely continued
throughout the nineteenth century, as one scholar notes:
By 1850 the Chinese had gained almost complete control of the
interregional trade of Thailand. A number of documents mention
a group of people term [sic] setthl (wealthy ones) or chao kh/Ua
(Chinese merchants). King Mongkut's Royal Proclamation of 1867
mentions two such setthl. (25)
Being outside the formal system (which would otherwise have required that
they become phrai and serve corvee), the limitation on upward mobility of phrai did
not affect them. Usually, through trading in particular, they could accumulate
wealth which was the most important means of moving into the upper class as
noble officials. (26) The leaders of the Chinese communities, according to Skinner,
were constantly incorporated into the Thai nobility. (27) One possible way to
elevate one's social status was intermarriage with Thai women from noble families. (28)
Chinese art and culture were also permeating the Thai life style of the time.
Chinese artistic style and technique in architecture and other forms of art introduced
by imported Chinese builders and artisans were employed in constructing temples
and palaces. (29) Many Chinese art objects were imported to be used as decorative
23. Akin, p. 47. In lieu of the corvee, the Chinese were required to pay head tax of about 2 blit
1J1'YI a year. As for the phrai or commoners, different amounts of time for· corvee were required
according to their classification as phrai. In general, there were three kinds: the phrai ruang
lY~1'1'1fl1..1, phrai som lY~1W:JJ, and that 'YI1W (slave). The first group, phrai luang, belonging to the
king, was required to serve the State corvee labor for three months annually, the second group being
attached to private individuals was required to serve only one month and the slave or thiit one week
a year. See Akin , p. 46
24.

Manlika, p. 46.

25. Akin, p. 102.
26. Akin, p. 114.
27. See Skinner, pp. 153-154.
28. It is a fact that Chinese women never emigrated in those days. Skinner, p. 3.
29. Manlika, pp. 185, 187.
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items in the royal palaces and buildings. The influence of Chinese painting in the
use of color and line was also evident on many walls in temples and palaces. (30) As
for the art of Chinese play or opera, it had long been accepted by the Thai. It was
recorded that by 1685 Chinese plays were already popular among Thai audiences.
Two groups of French visitors in 1685-1686 and 1687-1688 witnessed the fact that
the Chinese dramatic performances were much enjoyed in Siam at the time of their
visits. Victor Purcell having reviewed the writings of these visitors summarized their
impressions as follows:
The embassy was received with elaborate entertainment concluding
with a Chinese play .... There were actors from Canton and others
from Fukien: the Fukien were the most magnificent and the most
ceremonious . . . . After the comedy there was a play by Chinese
marionettes, ... Regarding the music the Abbe [a member of the
French delegates] was affected by it very much .

.........................................................................................
De Ia Loubere who was in Ayutthaya about three years afterwards,
in 1687 and 1688, ... also speaks in amusing terms of a theatrical
performance. "The one was a Chinese comedy, which I would
willingly have seen to the end, but it was adjourned after some
scenes to go to dinner. The Chinese comedians, whom the Siamese
do love without understanding them, do speak in the throat ... " (31)
There were other Chinese customs that came to be adopted by the Thai.
For instance, the custom of mourning by shaving one's head was adopted beginning
in the reign of King Rama I, as for example, on the occasion when Prince Surasihanat
tl7ftVIU1tl,
the brother of King Rama I, died in the year 1806. In 1809 when King
,
Rama I died the same mourning custom was demanded by King Rama II as recorded
in an official document. \n another documental record written in 1817, mention is
made of an order given to all royal members, nobles, officials, civil servants, and
citizens to mourn for the death of a prince by shaving the head once a month until
the ceremony of cremation took place. (32) Nowadays this custom is no longer
practised among the Thai. It was cancelled officially in the reign of King Rama IV
30. Chanwit, pp. 18-20.
31. Purcell, pp. 89-90.
32. Manlika, pp. 173-174.
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(r. 1851-1868) when the Western impact became more significant. (33)
It is indisputable that the significance and influence of the Chinese is indeed
an indispensable subject in the study of the history of the Thonburi-Early Bangkok
period. This view is shared at least by two contemporary historians. Chanwit
Kasetsiri "lf1qj1'YI~ Lfll!tfl7fl1 suggestedin an article written in 1981 that the historical
development in the Thonburi-Early Bangkok period should be viewed differently
from that during the Ayutthaya times because of the inevitable impact of the Chinese
element in the bloodline of the new rulers and in the society as a whole. (34) Loraine
Gesick in her 1976 dissertation similarly perceived a new spirit and energy as being
put forth by the Bangkok rulers in the task of national regeneration. Specifically,
Gesick attempts to show in her research that although the founder of the Chakri
dynasty, King Rama I, took the Ayutthaya civilization as his model, he demonstrated
his creative genius in manipulating the tradition with great skill as he adapted
traditional ideals to the practical necessities of the changing world. (35) Indeed,
King Rama I not only restored the old institutions of the Ayutthaya Kingdom but
also initiated many important new projects in order to mold a strong and civilized
state under his rule. (36)
Literary reconstruction was one of the major accomplishments achieved in
this reign. Aside from the effort to imitate and revive the traditional heritage of
Ayutthaya literature, a new kind of inspiration emerged. It became evident that
King Rama I and his contemporaries were specially fond of stories from foreign
lands. Never before had the Thai enjoyed such a variety of literary tastes. Literature
originating in India, Lanka, Iran, Java, Mon, and China was used as source of
inspiration as it was either adapted or translated into Thai.
From India, the story of Rama, the ancient Indian hero from the great epic
Ramayana, was adapted in 1789, to become a Thai literary classic called Ramaklen
•
113JLnEJ1~ (The Honor of Rama), this work being attributed to the King. (37)
33. Manlika, pp. 175.
34. Chanwit, pp. 17-19.
35. Loraine Marie Gesick, "Kingship and Political Integrity in Traditional Siam, 1767-1824," Diss.
Cornell University 1976.
36. See Prince Dhani's article entitled "The Reconstruction of Rama I of the Chakri Dynasty," In
Collected Articles by Prince Dhani (Bangkok: n.p., 1976), pp. 145-168.
37. The Riimakien by King Rama I is th: most complete Thai version of the Indian epic Ramayana.•
Phutthayotra Churaiok, King of Thailand. m::1J1'Yiti:IJLti'ilm::Vj'YI1f!JllflVl1~"n1l&n Riimakien 11:1JLfl!J1~
(The Honor of Rama), (Bangkok: Su' ksaphan, 1964-1965).
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'Unarut f!m~'Yl (Aniruddha in Sanskrit, the grandson of Krishna), another piece of
royal writing written in 1783, was a Thai adaptation of the story of the Indian epic
Mahabharata. Also a religious text in Pali known as Mahawansa ll~11'u111 originating
in Lanka was translated into Thai in 1797 at the King's command by a certain Phya
The tale of the Sipsong iiem ft'l.J~Hhn~~£1ll
ThammapurOhit 'rlqj1tr"'"'ll~h~fl.
(The Duodecagon) which was written in 1783 under royal patrona~e was in fact a
translation of an ancient Iranian literary work. Two other royal writings, Dalang
911~~..:1 (The Greater Tale of lnao) and 'Inao ilLWU1 (The Lesser Tale of lnao),
borrowed their themes from the adventurous Panji (lnao) tales of Java. The work
of Rachathirat "'1"ll'1lr"'1"ll' (The King of Kings) which was written in 1785 and attributed
to Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) L~1Vl"'::£11Vl"'::fl~-ll (wu) (d. 1805) was a translation
of Moo history covering the years 1321-1569. Siimkok H1lliifl (Three Kingdoms)
and Saihan 1'11iu (Western Han) were two works of translation from Chinese
historical novels produced during this reign. The translation of Siimkok was supervised
by Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) and Saihan by Prince Anurak Thevet il~i'n,;L'Ylmr~
(d. 1807), the King's nephew. (38) The King purportedly made the selection of
these two works and ordered to have them translated into Thai as part of his
contribution to the literary reconstruction project.
It is significant to note that until the time of King Rama I there had never
been any attempt to introduce Chinese literature and use it as a source of inspiration
for Thai literary work. SOmkok and Saihan were the first two literary products from
a Chinese source ever to appear in Thai.
There had, however, been some precedent, during the Ayutthaya period,
for taking stories from other countries and rendering them in Thai. For instance,
there exists a poetic piece which is believed to be a prototype of the Ramakien story.
It is called RachaphifOp kham chan "'1"ll'1'Yil'l1tl t'ml'wYi (A Royal Lamentation in chan
(39) ) otherwise known as Nirat sida ih1f!Wfl1 (A nirat (40) of Slda) dated to the
38. The work of Saihan, like Siimkok, is an historical novel from the Chinese. Since the work is
undated, one may presume that it antedates the year 1807 in which its supervisor, Prince Anurak
Thevet, died. Saihan deals with the story of Chinese history from the period of the Ch' in ~
dynasty (221-207 B.C.) to that of the Western Han
i!b
(206 B.C.-A.D. 24). ;The first
printing edition of Saihan in two volumes appeared in 1874. Several printings have been made since
then without any substantial editing work. The 1974 edition published by Phraephitthayii represents
the current standard version of Saihan.
39. Chan is a verse form consisting of rhymes and a definite metrical..scheme. For more information
on the kind and characteristics of chan, see .Piu' ang Na Nakhon Lll~a;~ m 'U.m, Prawat wannakhadi
Thai th::"r.hntu.flflhtu Thai Literary History), (Bangkok: Thai Watthanii phiinit, 1980), pp. 9, 25-26.
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time of King Nirai 'U.171tlm (r. 1656-1688) of Ayutthaya. It deals with Rama's
journey in the wilderness in search of his abducted wife, Stda. (41) Also in the
period of King Nirai, the theme of 'Unarut was found in a poetic piece called
'Anirut kham chan Dit~'Yit'hd'wn (Anirut ['Unarut] in chan) which was composed by
the renowned poet Snprat mili111'~ (fl. 1703). (42) By the time of King Borommakot
un.J1flfl (r. 1732-1758) of Late Ayutthaya, the story of 'Inao had already been a
familiar theme in poetry as well as in dramatic performances. (43) And the 1783
version of Sibsong iiem, according to Prince Dhani, was actually made from the
1753 Ayutthaya copy. (44)
Nevertheless, the works of SOmkok and Saihan were significant as the
beginning of a new literary trend initiated by King Rama I. And the appearance of
the impact of Chinese literature on the Thai scene should be viewed as the inevitable
.result of the concentration of the cross-cultural influence between Thailand and
China at that time.
As SOmkok was the frrst choice for such an important project, it is appropriate,
here, to look into factors that may have motivated this choice. First of all, one can
pretty safely speculate that before the work was translated the Thai were already
familiar with this Chinese tale -- so much so that there was at least a certain degree
of popular demand for the book. By the late eighteenth century, the San-kuo story
had already: been popular in China for over 1,300 years and printed copies of the
wi:itten text were then widely available. There was a good possibility that the
educated people among the Chinese immigrants would have had in their possession
some copies of the San-kuo either for the purpose of educating their offsprings or
simply for enjoyment. At any rate, one can speculate that the Thai must have
known of the San-kuo story through dramatic performances. As already mentioned,
40. Niriit is a type of literature in verse written on the occasion of a journey during which the poet is
separated from a loved one or from his favorite town. Nirlit is usually characterized by the theme
of love and the melancholic mood caused by the separation.
41.

Plii' ang, p. 208. The author of Nirlit sidli is ,unknown. See Motthayakon 1li'YIU1111, Prawat
wannakhadi Thai si samai th::~77'~mflfi1Yiuww:Uu (Four Periods of Thai Literary History),
(Bangkok: Phitthayakhiin, 1974), p. 76.

42. Plii' ang, p. 218. Information on the biography and works of Sriprat can be found in Plii' ang
pp. 116-130 and Motthayakon, pp. 78-83.
43. See Plii' ang, p. 286. As a matter of fact, Dlilang and 'lnao by Ramal are revivals of versions
written by King Barommakot's daughters, Princess Kunthon Tjm'rl11 and Princess Mongkut 11"'1~·
respectively. Motthayakon, pp. 95-97, 117-120.

:44.

Prince Dhani, "The Reconstruction of Rama I of the Chakri Dynasty," p. 157.
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the Thai were known to have enjoyed Chinese plays since the seventeenth century.
And long before that the San-kuo themes had been used in different types of
dramatization by Chinese artists. As early as the Sui
dynasty (581-618) the
San-kuo stories were performed in puppet shows. During the Northern Sung_d.t~
period (960-1127) they were dramatized in shadow plays (the p' i--ying hsi JJ:..
$j
~ ). There were plays during the Chin
period (1115-1234) known as
Yuan-pen p~ ~ that dealt with the San-kuo events and figures. By the Yuan
jG dynasty (1277-1367) the themes from the San-kuo cycle became specially
popular on stage in the tsa-chii .1ft
plays. (4~)
The fact that King Rama I himself was the one who selected the San-kuo
work suggests the idea that the King possibly had some previous personal appreciation
of the novel. Coming from a Chinese family on his wife's side, the King must have
familiarized ·himself with this popular story and could very well have been attracted
to it for the reason that he lived a kind of life quite similar to those of the heroes
in the novel, i.e., being a warrior king and political leader in a time of chaos and
disorder. So perhaps the novel's value as a text of war strategies and diplomatic
tactics was what the King perceived to be worth transmitting into Thai. This
speculation was earlier made by Prince Damrong in his 1928 article entitled "Tamnin
nangsu SOmkok'' ~Tinu 'VIll'.:~«mnunn (History of the Work of SOmkok) where he
says SOmkok was translated perhaps "in order to bring benefit to the governmental
affairs of the country." b~fltl"Sdv"lfiL".I"1"1fn17U1'1U3ifl.:~ (46) If one takes into consideration the political climate of the time and also the rulers' background, one
can see that Prince Damrong's statement is not a farfetched conjecture.
The Thonburi period was a time of political chaos and power struggles within
and without the country. In the first years of his reign, King Taksin had to fight against
at least five internal political upheavals and throughout his reign the Burmese and Thai
engaged in numerous battles. (47) King Taksin was apparently a brilliant military
strategist and capable warrior, for he was able to unify the country in the short
period of four months and eventu~lly drive the Burmese out. Interestingly, King

P:{

-f

,4•J

45. Winston Lih-yeu Yang, "The Use of the San-kuo chih as a Source of the San-kuo-chih yen-i,"
Diss. Stanford University 1971, pp. 57-58. Henceforth cited as "The Use of the San-kuo chih".
46. Prince Damrong Riichiinuphiip tUJLth!n1lJYI~::tn~1~,!11'li1'14111YI "Tamniin nangsii' Slimkok fi1'141'14
'VIir-3Stlt'1'1lJfifl (History of the Work of Slimkok)," in Slimkok by Chiiophraya Phrakhlang (Hon),
(Bangkok: Bamrungsan, 1973), p. 13. Henceforth cited as "Tamnan".
47. See Phaithiin Mikuson Prawattislit samai Thonbuii 1.h::~fl1t'l'mt'l'a!rnr"Urn (History of the
Thonburl Period), (Khonkaen: 'Udomsin, n.d.), pp. 8, 21-33, 44-47. Henceforth cited as ThonburL
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Taksin had been assisted by voluntary Chinese troops in many battles. (48). It is
possible, therefore, that King Tiksin who had knowledge of the. Chinese language
(49) would have at one time or other consulted the text of San-,kuo .as a guide in
making moves or plans during the many wars of his times. Considering the similar
nature of battles conducted during the Tiksin .time and that of the San-kuo period,
the possibility of consulting the San-kuo text during Taksin's· reign was fairly high.
King Rama I being a close friend and King Tiksin's right-hand man throughout
his reign (50) could have had experiences similar to those . encountered in the
San-kuo text. As a matter of fact, during King Taksin's reign, King Rama I who
served then as· his generalissimo under the noble title Chaophraya ·Chakr1· Liwn~£11 ~fll
was known to have -used a certain trick in the warfare against Burma in 1775; which
was similar to that used ·by Chu-ko Liang
.~ ~ in the San-kuo story.
(51) It is quite safe to assert that one of the reasons· for translating San..-.kuo yen-i
was the perception of King Ram a I that some· benefit was to be gained from the
Chinese novel in the area of the knowledge of military tactics.

U

In summary, the general climate of the social and political environment
helped to encourage the rapid growth of the Chinese' community in Thailand during
the period under study. First, the desperate demand for manpower following the
ruinous wars with Burma between 1758-1767 opened a great opportunity for the
Chinese immigrants who were recognized as free men to fulfill that need. Second,
as the Chinese. were at that time the key instrument for· Thailand's international
48. Phaithiin, Thonbui~ p. 213 and Lan~on, p. 6.
49. Phaithiin, Thpnbuii, p. 2 and Liindon, p. 7. ..
50. At the age of eight, Tho~gduang 'YID-.1.11..:1 --original name or' Kin~ Ra.ma I --·and .Sin .th!.. (King Tiiksin)
who was two year~ older ~arne pages of the san:te lord, C~iiofii 'l!thumphon !.~1rl1~'113J'V'n, the third
. son of King Barommakot. They both served the la~t two Ayutthayii rulers· for nine years, 1758.:,1767,
before. Tiiksin b~:ame King. While King Tiiksin was leading .his amiy ailainst Bu.rn1a at. Chonburi 1l~tf1.
Thongduang,decid~ to join him there. During the fifteenyelus of'~ing. T'aksin,'s reign, the futu~e
King Rama I fought beside Tiiksin against their mutual enemies in eleven campaigns which furthered
~.~e liberation of the country from Burmese dominatioJ:J. In the last 'campaigns under King Tiiksin,
.. King· Rama r known then ;ts Phra Ratchawarin'V'n::"l'11lTil!.'YI{was the. conimander~in-chief of the Thai
. armi~~- 'The !lbOve.'information. is from The Res(or,otio~ of.Thailiinci under Raina i, 1782-1809, irans.
Greeley StahJ,.by Kla~s.Wenk (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, I961i), pp. 2-3. One source has
it; that KiJl8 Tiiksin was. once married to the eldest da11ghte.r ~;~( 'King Rania I and that makes them
rel!lte~ ~y .marriage. See Chalo!=m Yiiwlangchai L\l....ft3J DQL~!I~itl~ .~rawattislit samai K_rung
Th.on~uri.lae samai .Krung Rattanak~in ili:::~fl1WmW3J!In,~1i'U.~U.~W3J!In,.n~1nfium (History
of the Thonburi am~.Rattanakosin Periods), (Bangkok: Teacher's 'J:rainin~ Dep1111ment, l971), p. 23.
51. See "Introduction" by Kroni Sinlapiikon n13Jfl~t.hn1 (The Department of.Fine Arts) provided in
the 1973 edition of Slimkok published by Bamrungsiin,.pp. 8-9!
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trading which in turn was essential as the main source of the State revenue, the
government's policy regarding Chinese immigration was accordingly favorable.
Third, Chinese immigrants were attracted to the country by the fact that the new Thai
rulers were of Chinese descent and for that reason good treatment and attitudes on
the part of the Thai authorities seemed to be quaranteed. As a result, Chinese
communities became .dense, especially in the capital as they constituted over half of
the population. By .this time, the impact of the .Chinese was greater than ever in
social, economic, and cultural aspects. The influence of Chinese literature appeared
for the ·first time in the form of literary writings, which was in part made possible
by the enthusiastic. interest in foreign literature by the King and his contemporaries.
Silmkok, the first piece of translated work from a Chinese te~t. seemed to be the
most appropriate choice for two reasons: there was a demand. for this popular
Chinese tale among the Thai readers; and the text contained some useful knowledge
applicable quite well to the nature of military campaigns of the time.

II
Historical Background
A. The Translation of S'iimkok
Previous studies on S'ainkok done by Thai scholars have shed little light on
our knowledge about the piece of Chinese literature from which S'iitnkok was trans~
lated. Information provided in those studies is sketchy and assumptive as supporting
evidence is lacking. Prince Damrong 1 , who was the first scholar to examine the
background history of Siimkok, mistakenly mentioned the title San-kuo chih in
referring to the Chinese work used for the Samkok project. In his essay,
1. Sources of information on Prince Damrong's life and works are ample and voluminous. Important
ones are: 1) Phitthayaliip Phn1' tthiyalcon V.'t'IEJl'I111VllJ~1T11, "PJ:ira damra~ rii' ang Somdet
Phrachiio Barommawongthoe Kromphrayi Damrong Riichinuphiip," m::thi'Rt1il-3\UILfi•Vl1::Lt1tnll1-3ttLiil n1&Jm::u1t'11'H11'll1'!.\l11Vl (Discussion about Prince Damrong) in Pathakhatha 1U' ang
Somdet IJ.hralhiio Barommawongthlie Krom Phrayii Damrong Riichiinuphap lae Phra prawat filk lao
1hJnl11L1il-3 ft&JLfi•m::L,1tnll1-llttLIB T11&JM::!I1t'111-1111'll1'!.\l11Vl LLl'l::m::t.h::~\1nLft1 (A Talk on
Prince Damrong and His Biography Narrated by His Daughter), (Bangkok: Su' ksiiphan, 1963),
pp. 1-11; 2) Phiinphitsamai Dit5akun ~\lV.fl~!l fiflfjll, same source as 1) above, pp. 201-268;
3) Cbakkrit NOranitphadungkin fmnq1!tm \l1il~Nfl-lln11 Somdet Phrti~hao Barommawongtlloe
Kromphraya Damrong Rachanuphap kap Krasuang Mahlitthai ft&JLfi•m::Lfitn3.i1-3tlLIB T11&Jm::!11t'111-1111'll1"\l11Vl fitJm::m1-3&J'M1fll'n!1 (Prince Damrong and the Ministry of Interior), (Bangkok:
Thammasiit University Press, 1963); 4) Sucharit Thiwoosuk ~Viti 11111~,, Phra prawat lae ngan
kh7>ng Somdet PhralhOo BarommawongthlJe Kromphraya Damrong Rachanuphiip m::1h::~LL11::
-31\l'llil-3 ft&JLfi•m::Li1tn&J1-3thla n1&Jmtu1t'111-1111'll1"\l11Vl (Biography and Works of Prince
Damrong), 3 Volumes (Bangkok: Su' ksaphan, 1965).
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"Tamnan nangsii' Samkok," Prince Damrong writes:
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The Work of Samkok is not a common chronicle. It is
called in Chinese "Sam-kok-chi" [San-kuo chih] which means the
Record of the Three Kingdoms Period. It is a work written by a
Chinese scholar who composed it from materials selected from a
portion of the [Chinese] historical chronicles, with the intention of
making it a text for studying political and military tactics. The
book is so well written that it became one of the works which is
highly regarded throughout China as well as in other countries.
With regard to the history of the work, SlJmkok, it is
known originally as a folk tale. In the T' ang dynasty (B.E. 11611449) [A.D. 618-906] there appeared [Chinese] opera performances
in China in which the San-kuo story was dramatized. Later, in the
period of the Yuan dynasty (B.E. 1820-1910) [A.D. 1277-1367]
fictional writing increasingly flourished. There were writers who
liked to write stories based on historical annals. By that time,
however, the history of the San-kuo period had not been fictionalized.
By the time of the Ming dynasty (B.E. 1911-2186) [A.D. 1368-1643]
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a Chinese scholar from Hang-chiu [Hang-chou ~til · t11 ] named
Lo ·~uan-tung [Lo Kuan-:chung lft
'f ] 2 wrote the
work of Samkok [i.e. the San-kuo yen-i _
~
;~
in one hundred and tw~nty chapters. 3
In the above passage, Prince Damrong quotes an incorrect title for the
Chinese work which he· is discussing. From his description about the book, it is
obvious that Prince Damrong is actually referring to San-kuo yen-i, not San-kuo
chih which is a ~ompletely different piece of literature written· much earlier, in the
third century A.i>~; by a Chinese hi~torian named Ch' en Shou ~j..
(233-297).
4 Later· Thai scholars have failed to point out this mistake, although they are able
to distinguish the wor~ of San--kuo chih from the fictional version of Lo Kuan-chung.
5 Perhaps .one reason behind this restraint of criticism is the fact that Prince
Damrong has been regarded by the Thais to be the most outstanding and the most

1\

It]

$

2. Lo Kuan-chung, tht: supposed author of San-kuo yen-i, was variously known as Lo Pen
.Mt 4:- , Lo Kuan . .
and Lo Tao-pen Eft
~
_.f. . Little is known
of Lo Kuan-chung's life. He was either a native ofT' ai-yuan
A .J.it , or of Ch' ien-t' ang ·
it
in modem Hang-chou. It was believed that he lived during the late Yuan and early
Ming periods, approximately between the years 1330 and 1400. Many historical romances and plays
were attributed .to him but t!;le lack- of knowledge about him makes it difficult Jor later scholars and
writers to accept Lo's authorship. For more information on Lo Kuan-chung's life and works, see
Dictionttry of Ming Biography; Vol. I, ed: L. Carrington Goodrich and Chao-ying Fang (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1976), pp. 978-908; Winston Yang, "The Use of the San-kuo chih,"
pp. 62-64; tfsi~h Wu-liang ij.f
~f1..1
Lo Kuan-chung yii Ma Chih-yuan
~
!iJ
f3c
~ (Lo Kuan-chung and Ma Chih-yiian), (Shanghai:
Shang-wu yiil-shu-kuan, 1930), pp: 12-6i; Chao Ts'ung ~·
.Jf,~ , Chung-kuo szu ta
hsiao-shuo chih yen-chiu ·
· "f ·· fjB
\!9
;.:_
~J,
t}t i. hj 'ft. (The
Study of the Four Great Chinese Novels), ,(Hong Kong: Yu-lien ch' u-pan-she. 1964), pp. 114-117;
Wu Shuang-i ~ . . ~
~- , Ming Ch' ing hsiao-shuo chiang-hua 1!1}3
~J' t}L
i~
(Discussion 'of the Ming and Ch' ing Fiction), (Hong Kong: Shanghai shu-chu, 1976),
pp. 30-31; Wen Chi ;t
*~
ed., Chung-kuo ku-tien hsiao-shuo chiang-hua
li
/,
·~
~h
ti (Discussion of Traditional Chinese Fiction),
(Hong Kong: Shanghai shu-chu,1973), P• 68.
·

r11 lf ,

JJB

1

rtt

I.' ,

cp

J.t

.

4'

tl. · t!

3. "Tamnan," p.·8,

1,4.

•·,·

4. A good discussion on the ·autha'r ~d the te~t of the
dissertation. · ··
· ·
· '

San~kuo chih caq b~ found i~ Winston Yang's
·

·

5. See Prapin Mariorriaivibool 1h::vhu. iJl'Ua!iJlj'lJ\'16, "Slimkok: Kiin su' ksii pnepthiep," W1:1Jfifl:
fl11fffl1~1LLI'IIl.JL~II1!. (Slimkok:·.A Co111parativ~ Study) .Thesis,; Chuliilongkon University 1966,
p. 43; Sang Ph~tthanothai i~ ~~lu,;u "~hamnam khong phutaeqg," ~1'1.h~lil.:I~LLfl.:l (Author's
Introduction)' in the. PhiCiiai songkhram ·samkok . flfuw~m1aJW'iaJfin. (The Military Tactics in
SiimkOk); (Bangkok:· Sun tanphim, 1969), pp. 1-3.
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knowledgable historian in the country. 6 His writings seem to be automatically
accepted as factual knowledge. In any case, there remain in the above quotation a
few items of incorrect information about the San-kuo yen-i that have not yet been
rectified by later scholars and writers. First of all, it is not at all true to say that by
the Yuan times "the history of the San-kuo period had not been fictionalized,"
because a work in the genre of historical narration or chiang-shih
'¢_ known
~ ,;£, f
(A p• ing-hua of the
as the San-kuo-chih p'ing-hua _
History of the Three Kingdoms Period) had already appeared in the Yuan dynasty.
7 Both Western and Chinese scholars believe that the San-kuo yen-i has, to. a
certain degree, made use of the narrative framework of the P' ing-hua, and that the
latter presented popular history while the former rendered popularized history. 8
It is also incorrect to state that Lo Kuan-chung wrote his work "in one hundred and
twenty chapters," as the earliest surviving edition of La's original writing was divided
into 240 chapters. 9 · The abridgment in the organization of the chapter divisions
was actually done a few hundred years later by Mao Tsung-kang ~
}~
10
(fl. 1679)
in the early Ch' ing }"~ period (1644-1911).
Since the appearance of Prince Damrong's article in 1928, there have never
been any studies focusing specifically on the background history of the Chinese
work that was used for the translation of Samkok. Subsequent studies on Samkok

ii

tl

i\

6. In Thailand Prince Damrong is called "the Father of Thai History" as he is the author of many
important surveys and treatises in the field. He wrote, moreover, numerous essays that touch on
a wide range of topics. See the list of his works in the sources given in note I above.
7. Yang, p. 52.
8. See, for examples, W .L. Idema, "Some Remarks and Speculations Concerning .P' ing-hua,"

T'oung Pao, 60, Nos. 1-3 (1974), pp. 156-157; Yang, pp. 5~?7, 66-79; Cheng ~en-to
~~
J,Ai
"San-kuo yen-i te yen-hua,"
;;:, 00
)~ ,l {!~ >~ {~

-£l ,

(The Evolution of San-kuo yen-i), Hsiao-shuo yueh-pao 20, No. 10 (Oct. 1929), pp. 1546-1553,
1557-1558; Chao Ts'ung, pp. 105··113; Li Ch' en-tung, San-kuo Shui-lw yii Jfsi-yu (Sun-kuo yen-i,
Sh11i-hu chuan, an(i Hsi-yu chi), (Peking: Ta-tao ch' u-pan-she, 1946), pp. 6-r6.
9. The earliest surviving text of San-kuo yen-i in 240 chiian was published in the year 1522 and is
preserved in the Peking Library. Sun K-ai-ti
.J.~
·
Chung-kuo t' ung-su
,J, ~~·
8 (Bibliography of Chinese Popular
hsiao-shuo shu-mu T Iii jJ!L
Fiction), (Peking: Tso-chia ch' u-pan-she, 1957), p. 30. See also note 15 below.
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10. Scholars, such as, Chao Ts' ung and··winston Yang, believe that the revision of the ·novel by
Mao Tsung-kang was completed in the early years of the Ch' ing dynasty, probably before 1679.
See Chao Ts' ung, p. 119 and Yang, p. 82. The latter source also includes information on Mao and
his works.
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including those by Sang Phatthanothai ~~ ,.q'Ji lu~l! and Prapin Manomaivibool
th::-Am &~1uiillll'Jdi16 rely exclusively on Prince Damrong's information 11 ·, and
therefore are ·still lacking in sufficient evidence to identify the right version of the
San-kuo text frortt which Samkok was translated. Since there is no surviving
external evidence that has the information to clarify the point in question, it seems
necessary to resort to the method of textual investigation in order to determine this
version.
Based on ihe discrepancies in form and content, the worlfof San-kuo chih
by Ch' en Shou seems very unlikely to have been the work used' ~s· thtdranslation
model of the Thai version. The San-kuo chih is a collection of· biog~aphies of
important personages of the Three Kingdoms period (A.D. 220-280), organized into
65 chiian ~ or chapters. It contains altogether 442 biographies of which 230 are
those of Wei j~ figures, 83 o( Shu lj , and 129 of Wu ~ . 12 The 230
biographies of Wei figures constitute the first 30 chiian, the 83 of Shu make up the
following 15 chilan, and the 129 of Wu take up the remaining 20 chuan. The author
of San-kuo chih derived his sources from earlier historical records and categorized
the compiled materials into different types of biographies, namely, the annals of the
~mperor known as chi Ia ~ , exclusive biography or chuan-chuan
combined biography or ho-chuan
~t and appended biography or ju-chuan
ffl
~ach biography 1s presented in chronological order with concise and
compact language strictly following the style of traditional Chinese historiography.
13 As one writer remarks:

.S

1i .

t

1'"t ,

Like other historians of the old school, Ch' en Shou, in his San-kuo
chih, seldom thinks of working historical facts into a unified
structure that will be in accord with reality; he makes no attempt
to "evoke," "conjure" and "revive" past events. I;Ie fails to work
11. Prapin, p. 43 and Sang, pp. 1-3.
12. Nine of the 442 biographies are not listed in the Table of Contents. However, there are twenty-five
biographies not found in the text but listed in the Table of Contents. Winston Yang places the
responsibility for such mistakes on later careless scribes. Yang, p. 21.

~ -~a bio~phicalstyleofwritingintheShihChi

1?. "!~

13. Szu-maCh'ien's.
Following
Dennis Twitchett's study entitled "Chinese Biographical Writing," Yang is inclined to believe that
there was a mod~ for this type of biogaphical writing already existing b'efore the time of the Shih chi
(fust century A.D.). See Yang, p.44, footnote 54. Dennis Twitchett's article can be found in W.O.
Beasley and E.G. Pulleyblank, eds., Historians of China and Japan (London: Oxford University Press,
1961), pp. 95 - 114.
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up his historical sources and to combine the facts he has found in
successive chains. What he has done is to arrange them in certain
categories. He has made no attempt to create any sort of coherent
picture of the San-kuo period; he has merely presented the material
that has been preserved in a most accessible form to the reader ....
he conceived of the San-kuo period as a series of concrete events
and overt acts; he views history as a registration of them which
.should be ex~ct and dispassionate, without any projection across
. t~e. s~ne Qf the personality of the registrar. At its best, his work is
but a reliable yet impersonal record of unconnected events. 14
In contrast to the biography form of San-kuo chih, SDmkok is presented in
the form of narrative fiction which has the characteristics of contextual unity and
thematic cohesiveness. Unlike the San-kuo chih with unconnected pieces of biography,
the different episodes in SDmkok are linked together by the plot scheme to produce
certain thematic meanings and to create a variety of lively and imaginatively interesting
characters. With these qualities, SDmkok most likely originates from the novel
San-kuo yen-i by Lo Kuan-chung. The length of the Thai translation and its
general content show closer affinity to the San-kuo yen-i text than any other ·
fictionalized version of the San-kuo story. For instance, the San-kuo. chih p'ing-hua
which is the. only extant version written before Lo's novel can hardly be the work
from which SDmkok was translated because, firstly, the length ~f texts is not
comparable, and secondly, the stories contained in the two texts do not match.
The p•ing-hua consists only of three chuan while Slzmkok has eighty~seven chapters a length that is close to that of San-kuo yen-i. The story of the p• ing-hua starts
with a tale of moral retribution dealing with the disintegration of the Han empire
into three separate states, and it ends with the death of Chu-ko Liang. Slzmkok
neither contains such a moral tale nor stops short at that death scene. In fact, the
story line of San-kuo yen-i is found to be closely followed in SDmkok.
It has been known that many revised versions and different editions have
been made since the completion of Lo's original writing at the end of the fourteenth
century. l5 The version' that was revised and edited in early Ch'ing period by the
scholar named Mao Tsung-kang and his father Mao Lun~ ~(fl. 1616-1670) l6

14. Yang, pp. 38-39.
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became today's standard version. In previous studies by Thai autbors, it has been
commonly agreed that the Mao Tsung-kang version is the one used by the translators
of SOmkoksimply by virtue of the fact that the translation was done during the time
when the Mao version had already become, for over one hundred years, the sole
popular standard text and the most widely read version of the San-kuo stories in
China. The following textual comparison will provide more solid evidence that SOmkok was actually translated from the Mao Tsung-kang edition of the San-kuo yen-i
text.
Many studies have been done to show the textual differences between the Mao
Tsung-kang version and Lo's original work. 17 The discrepancies lie in stylistic
improvements 18 and a number of minor revisions of content. It is the latter aspect

15. Discussions on the original work of Lo Kuan-chung's novel and its different versions and editions

:! ,

Ku-tien hsiao-shuo hsi-ch '
can be found in the following sources: I) Liu Hsiu-yeh ~·J 1t
ii ts 'ung-k 'ao ;!; #{ d, t;(, 4~ ~ t_ ~ (Compiled Investigations of Traditional Fiction and
Drama), (Peking: Tso-chia ch' u-pan-she , 1958), pp. 63 - 72; 2) Meng Yao i;
.!~
, Chungkuo hsiao-shuo shih cf> §'I .J, t)L '/?... (The History of Chinese Fiction), (Taipei: Wen-hsing shu-tien,
1966), Vol. III, pp. 304- 312; 3) Yang, pp. 59- 64; 4) Liu Ts' un- jen 44P ;(;t. -{::.. ," Lo Kuan-chung
chiang-shih hsiao-shuo chih chen-wei hsing-chih,
"
1j t t!, ;!!_/.J. t;{. :i. li I-ttl, .•f.i '}!!.
(The Nature of the Authenticity in Lo Kuan-chung's Historical Novel), i Hsiang-kang chung-wen
0 ~ ·t ):.. A ~ 'I' @ :k 1C. .Gil 'Jr., }'(f
ta-hsueh chung-kuo wen-hua yen-chiu-so hsueh-pao
-tj! ~It , 8, No. 1 (1976), 171 - 185. According to Liu Ts' un- jen's recent study, · Lo Kuan-chung's
original work assumes the general title of ".San-kuo chih chuan";:;.. Iii i~. 1~ from which the later
editions of the San-kuo yen-i were derived." (p. 233) Perhaps the most important among the later
~ publication of1609
editions of Lo's San-kuo chih chuan is the Ch' iao-shan-t ·' ang ~ J.1
under the :title. Hsrn ·chin ·ch' uan· hsiang · 1' un'g~su yen-i san-kilo ·chih chuari j~ · · ~l. ~ 1:&. 1i!L
% ;-;, .;i ..z. ~ ,;t 1'/l (New Engraved and Illustrated Version of Popular Elaboration of the. Story of the
· Three Kingdoms Period) which is now preserved in the British Museum. Liu believes that this Ch'iaoshan-t' ang edition is a reprint of an early. orlginid copy that precedes even the 1S22 Chi a- c'hing
.edition entitled San'-kuo chih t'ung-su yen-i
:=.. ~ ;t;, hll, 17,1- j)l{
(Popular Eleboration of
t~e Chronicle of the Three Kingdoms Period). See Liu, pp. 184- 185 .. Liu Ts' un- jen's finding about
Lo's earliest extant text has obviously challenged the idea shared among previous scholars that the
Chia-ching edition is the earliest surviving edition of Lo's original writing: ·See Cheng Chen - to, p:
1545; Sun K' ai-ti J,fl. ~g'
"San-kuo chih p'ing-hua '}U San-kuo chilr chuan I' ung-.su yen-i:,''

tu

Ji..

. j_· ~· ;t

"'t ti
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!.Q1,t. 1~
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· chuan. .1' Ul]g-su Y,en-i ), in Ts' ang -chou .chi.

.a·;j (San-icuo
clrih p, ing.:.IIUa and San-kuo chih
1if 1J. (The Ts' ang-chou Collection) by Sun

K' ai-ti (Peking: ' Chung-hua shu-chii, 1%5), pp. 109- 120; Li Ch' en-tung , p.B; Chao Ts' ung,
· pp. liS- 123; Meng Yao, p.309; Yang; p.9, ·footnot~ 20.
· ·
· ·
·

16. These dates are taken from Yang, p. 14.
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that is significant and useful to the problem at hand. If the text of SOmkok shows
similarity to the Mao version in those changes, we show for the first time beyond
any reasonable doubt that SOmkok was translated from the Mao version.
Mao Tsung-kang made the revision of the content in three different ways:
deletion, addition, and alteration. There are at least two incidents that are removed
from the revised version. The first is the incident about Chu-ko Liang attacking
Szu-ma I~-~ f~~ at the Shang-fang_t i,r valley by using fire, which appears in
chapter 103 of the Mao text. In Lo's original text the scene also includes the story
that Chu-ko Liang wishes to harm Wei Yen j>t, Jt. in the same attack by using the
same means. The Wei Yen episode is not found in the Mao text; nor does it appear
in Samkok. 19 Another minor deletion is found in the episode about the fight
$1;
and Teng Ai ~/1
in chapter 117.
between Chu-ko Chan
Teng Ai made the diplomatic move to settle the conflict by asking for Chu-ko Chan's
submission. The latter received the letter of proposal in great hesitation. It was his
~
who disagreed and insisted on making the
son, Chu-ko Shang 'tl
final decisive attack. This last incident which shows the important role of Chu-ko
Shang in the fight is omitted in the Mao text and the same is omitted in Silmkok. 20

u

:g

sA

X.

,

As for the additon of content that is found in the Mao version, Silmkok appears

to include all of Mao's additional passages. For instance, the matching of the opening
and ending statements about the cyclical pattern of history 21 is an important
17. Important works ·are: 1) Cheng Chen- to, pp. 1572- 1576; 2) Sun K' ai- ti, pp. 119- 120; 3) Meng
Yao, p.308; 4) Hsieh Ch'ao - ch'ing t~1 VJ }~ , "San - kuo yen - i chih yen - chiu yii
hsing - ch'eng z til ~
i JiJf }t ~ M iY, (The Study and Development of San - kuo yen - i},"
Hsin T'ien- ti $f' ~ #!, ,7, Nos. 2- 3 (1968), pp. 20- 21; 5) Chao Ts' ung, pp. 121 - 123.

g

18. The stylistic improvements in the Mao version include refinement of the language, clarity of
diction, polishing of lyrical passages, and reorganization of chapter division.

A

19. See Lo Kuan- chung .fft ~ "(' , San- kuo yen- i .$. IJ J'j!
.(The Elaboration of the Three
Kingdoms Period),.,(Taipei: San -~min sh_!l- chu, 1978),n ch. 103, pp. 656- 657, and Chaophraya
Phrakhlang (Hon) L'il1'Vn::tJ1'Vi1::tlih'l ('11114), Samkok tnunn (Three Kingdoms), (Bangkok: Ruamsan,
1973), Vol. II, ch. 78, pp. 836 - 838. The San - min edition of San - kuo Yen - i and the Ruamsan
edition of Slimkok are the two main texts used in this research. Henceforth the first volume of Slimkok
will be referred to as "Siimkok, I" and the second volume of Samkok as "Siimkok, II"
20. See San-kuo, ch. 17, p. 739 and Siimkok, ii, ch. 86, p. 1044.
21. See San-kuo, ch. 1, p. 1 and Siimkok, I, pp. 1-2; San-kuo, ch. 120, p. 759 and Siimkok, II, ch. 87,
p. 1086.
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example of evidence to support the view that the Thai author of Silmkok was actually working with the Mao version. Furthermore, the Mao text and 8lJmkok agree in
the scene where Ts'ao Ts'ao arranged to share his possessions among his wives and
concubines before his death 22, and also in the scene in which Sun fu-jenJ~~A.A
committed suicide by plunging into the Ch'ang-chiang river. 23 Since these two
incidents represent details which were incorporated by Mao Tsung-kang, it is obvious
that the Ch'ing revised version was used for the translation of SOmkok.
Moreover, one finds that a number of changes in the content made by Mao
so as to adhere to historical facts are reproduced in the Thai version. The SOmkok
text follows the Mao text even in the minor details. One of the most interesting
episodes that has gone through changes in the Mao version is the scene narrating
how Ma T'eng .~ )jj meets his death at Hsii-ch'ang t~ ~
Hear are some
24
of
difference
between
the
Lo
text
and
that
of
Mao
and
SOmkok.
points

.

Lo text
- Ma T' eng with his two younger sons
and nephew left for Hsu-ch' ang to report to Ts'ao Ts'ao in response to the
latter's letter of summons leaving Ma
Ch'ao ..~ J§_ , his eldest son, in
charge of Hsi-liang ~~ Jj, city.

Mao text and Slimkok
- Before making the decision to leave
Hsi-liang, Ma T'eng consulted with Ma
Ch'ao as the former became suspicious
of Ts'ao Ts'ao's intention.
was appointed as
- Han Sui
Ma Ch'ao's assistant at Hsi-liang.

-After Ma T'eng's arrival at Hsu-ch'ang,
Ts'ao Ts'ao conferred on him an official title and provided him with material
rewards.

-When Ma T'eng approached Hsu-ch'
ang, Ts'ao Ts'ao immediately sent Huang
K'uei to order Ma T' eng to settle his
troops outside the city and entered Hsuch' ang with a few of his senior officials.

- One day during his stay in the capital,
Ma T' eng had the chance to be in audience with Emperor Hsien who commis-

(This scene is not in either the Mao or
Siimkok texts.)

ff J.t,

22. This scene can be found in San-kuo, ch. 78, p. 489 and Siimkok, II, ch. 62, p. 450.
23. This can be found in San-kuo, ch. 84, p. 524 and Siimkok, II, ch. 65, p. 541.
24. Textual comparison between the Mao and Lo texts of the scene about Ma T' eng's death is treated
in detail in Cheng Chen-to, pp. 1574-1575. See San-kuo, pp. 353-354 and Siimkok, II, pp. 69-74.
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sioned the former to eliminate Ts'ao.
And Ma T' eng agreed to carry out the
Emperor's wish.

-f:

agreed to co- Huang K'uei ~'
operate with Ma T' eng in the assassination plan against Ts'ao Ts'ao. Unfortunately, Ts'ao secretly learned of the
scheme from member of Huang K'uei's
household

- There are an extra few lines of dialogue between Huang K'uei and his concubine discussing the details of the plan.
-Having learned of Ma T'eng's secret
scheme, Ts'ao Ts'ao made plans with
his four able generals.

- Ma T'eng was captured by TS'ao's force
even before the assassination could be
carried out. Only Ma Tai .~
was
able to make the escape.

- Ma T' eng was attacked unguarded from
four sides by Ts'ao's generals as planned.
All were captured and executed including
Huang K'uei and all his clansmen.

-m

There are still three other episodes that illustrate the fact that SOmkok corresponds
well to the Mao version rather the Lo text. 25
B. The Date and the Author
It is very unfortunate that the prefatory section of the original text of Sllmkok
has not survived to give us some light on the questions of date and authorship. According to Thai traditional custom any literary project under royal sponsorship was
supposed to state in its preface the date of writing and the purpose of the work itself.
The following, for instance, is an introductory passage from Rachathirat 11"11'1lr11"ll',
a work under royal command, providing background information on the work.
m::Vi'Yl1H'lf171"ll' 2328... 'Vi7::'1J1'Yl«3JL~~m::Vi'Ylli£Je:J~~1~'Vf11t'ln 'Vi1::Vi'Ylli-

~hmlVi'1L«~ ~e:Je:Jfl'Vi1::~1i.,~m'Vi77~i'i 3.11'1.1. ••• ii'V'I,-::71"11'1e:J \lf117 •• .i\111 L~e:J \1711
"
'Vi1:: L~111"ll'1lr11"ll'~ \1Vi1 lifmiu'Vi1:: L~1 ~\lif\lstie:J"
LU'U.liVnq'Ylli « \lfl71llil1u
b

'Vi1::11"li''Vi \lfl'11~1711 ifrutfu

~ LLU t'le:Je:J n ~1 m1 ifru 111 ~1 LU'U.« £113.1111 ~1 tn1£J
« 3JL~ ~e:J'U."ll'1lr11"ll'm 3J'Vi7::11"ll'1\lu17"JLLu t'lfl Lu~£Jununu~t4lm "~\1ft\ILfl"
•
~

~

25. These three episodes are discussed in Cheng Chen-to, pp. 1572-1575. They are: I) Liu Pei's
conversation with Ts' ao Ts' ao in San-kuo, pp. 131-132 which is found in Siimkok, I, pp. 421-425;
2) Kuan Yu's response to the royal appointment in San-kuo, p. 161 and Siimkok, I, pp. 525-526;
3) Ts' ao Hou's
f.;
reaction to Ts' ao P' ei's usurping the kingship from Emperor
Hsien in San-kuo, p. 497 and Siimkok, II, pp. 468-469.
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In the year of 2328 of the Buddhist Era [A.D. 1785] ... Phrabat
Somdet Phraphutthayotra ChulalOk [Rama I], the King, appeared
in audience at Chakraphat Phiman Hall. He ordered . . . that the
story of Phrachao Rachathirat who made war with Phrachao Farang
Mangkhong --an epic war recorded in the annals of the Raman
[the Mon] - - which was translated into Siamese for Somdet Anuchathirat Krom Phraratchawang Bawon [younger brother of Rama
I], differs from what has been heard. [The King] therefore would
like to make an adaptation of the story of Rachathirat. As for those
neglected and missing episodes, the King ordered that they be retold
in Thai with the intent of making the work a useful source of intellectual enlightenment in the future for the
royal family and for
y
military and civil servants great and small. I, Chaophraya Phrakhlang.
together with three persons, Phraya 'Inthara' akkharat, Phra Phiromratsami, and Phra Srlphliripricha, respectively took this grand occasion to compile the story of Rachathirat in response to His Majesty's
command. 26
The loss of the prefatory page of Samkok has consequently raised some
unresolved speculations on the problem of the date of writing among concerned
scholars in Thailand. It still remains unsolved as to the exact year in which the translation of Samkok was completed. However, there is strong evidence to believe that
the work was launched and perhaps finished during the reign of King Rama I. The
work of Samkok is referred to by name in the lyrical text of the dramatic piece

.,

26. Chiiophrayii Phrakhlang (Hon) L~1Vi7::tJ1Vi7::flfl.:J {'I'IU), Riichiithiriit 1"1'll1ih1'll (King of Kings),
(Bangkok: Khlang Witthayii, 1970), pp. 1-2.
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called Khawi fl1l which was composed by King Rama II (1767-1824), the son of
Rama I. 27 This indicates that the Thai version of the San-Kuo yen-i novel had
been available and well-known at least before Rama II wrote his work which was,
unfortunately, undated. At any rate, it is known that during the reign of Rama II
(r. 1809-1824) a few new projects of translation, like that of Samkok, were ordered
by the King to follow the rich literary spirit of the past. One of these projects was
dated the year 1819, and it is believed to have been undertaken in order to follow
in the tradition of Samkok. 28 One can now say for sure at least that by 1819 Samkok
was already appreciated by its readers.
But it is tempting to believe that Samkok was finished even before Rama II
succeeded to the throne in 1809. One of the reasons is that Prince Damrong received
words passed down from his ancestors (he was the great grandson of Rama I)
indicating that the Samkok project was ordered by Rama I to be handled under the
"
supervision of Chaophraya
Phrakhlang (Hon). 29 Although this information
regarding the authorship is based on hearsay, it may very well have a pretty good
degree of truth as one detects the similarity of language between Samkok and
Rachathirat which was attributed to the same Phrakhlang and dated 1785. 30
1/
In fact, Thai literary historians have attributed the work of Samkok toChaophray a.
Phrakhlang (Hon). 31 Accordingly, the safest approximate date of Samkok should
be the period between 1782, the year Ram a I became King, and 1805, the year
Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) died.
It is interesting to note that, although Prince Damrong had assigned a time
1805
as the date of Samkok, he expressed a doubt, however, as to whether
before
v
Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) really conducted all of the editing of the translation.
Prince Damrong's suspicion is based on his impression that the language of Samkok
shows two different styles and qualities. According to him, the first fifty-five
chapters of Samkok, which contain beautifully polished Thai prose, must have been
v
written by Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon), whereas the remaining thirty-two
27.

"Tamniin," p. 12.

28.

"Tamniin," p. 13.

29.

"Tamniin," p. II.

30.

See comparison of language between the two texts in article to be followed.

31. This information on the authorship of Phrakhlang can be found in a number of texts on the history
of Thai literature. Recommended works are listed in the Bibliography.
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chapters demonstrate a different and less elegant style of prose writing. 32 The
implication here is that perhaps Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) died before the
translation was finished and therefore the task was taken over by another literary
person. Sang Phatthanothai seems to agree with Prince Damrong on this point, and
for the same reason. 33 However, neither scholars provide any illustrations to
substantiate their view, although their doubt can raise an important question
concerning the date of completion of Samkok : was Samkok finished after 1805?
But such a question is hardly appropriate since it is impossible to prove whether or
\1
not Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) actually edited the language of the entire Samkok
text due to the lack of knowledge about those individuals who gave assistance in
.and contribution to the translation project. The cause for the language of the later
chapters being less polished than that of the early ones could very well be the fact
y
.
that such a huge work (about Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) could not therefore
be personally involved in the whole task. In any case, it is still reasonable to believe
that Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon), who was a very highly respected official and
outstanding poet and prose writer of his time, was entrusted by the King with such
a grand and important project.
Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) was originally known by the given name Hon 'VI'U
or Honthang 'VI'U'YI1~. and he was the son of a Thonburl nobleman, Chaophraya
Surabodin Surinrii' chai L~Wf7::V1~1"tl.,WYI7 ~1un7~1l'21'v, originally known as Bunma
llll!ll1, and Thanphiiying Charoen vl1'U~'VI'{j)~ Lnll!. 34 Chaophraya Phrakhlang
(Hon) began his official career in the reign of King Taksin of the Thonbur1 era.
During the reign of King Rama I Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) advanced rapidly
in office and was promoted to one of the highest ranks. 35 Perhaps his literary
genius and ability was even more appreciated. He composed eleven classic pieces of
literature in prose and poetry which even today are regarded as pieces of valuable
32. "Tamniin," p. 31.
33. Sang, "Author's Introduction," p. 4.

34. Information on the family history of Chiiophrayii Phrakhlang (Hon) is provided in Natthawut
Sutthisongkhriirn 11t,11~ ~'Ylh-3fn"1!J 29 Chaophraya 29 L~1'Vi1::01 (Twenty-nine Chiiophrayii),
(Bangkok: n.p., 1966), pp. 441-452, and in Wannakhadi 'l'fHU.fl~ (Literature), ed. Krom Sinlapakon
n1!Jfl1.'1U1n1 (Department of Fine Arts), (Bangkok: Banniikhiin, 1972), pp. 9-12.
35.

In the Thonburi perjod, the Phrakhlang was first appointed as Liiang Sorawichit ~1.'l'HW1~'Dfl in
charge of Uthaithiini il~rnntt city. After that he was promoted sucsessively to higher positions,
being ftiven the titles Phrayii Phiphatthanakosii 'Vi1::U1Vl~~'U.1m~f1, Chiiophrayii Phrakhlang, and
then Chiiophrayii Mahii Kosiithibadi L~1'Vi1::01!J~1 1n~1~l.J~. He was best known by the title
Chiiophrayii Phrakhlang which is found attached to all of his literary works.
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national literature. 36 Among them Samkok stands out as the most well-known
and most widely read among the Thai readers of past and present. 37 Chaophraya
Phrakhlang (Hon) died in 1805, four years before the death of Rama I. 38
A word should be mentioned about the translators who worked for
"
Chaophraya
Phrakhlang (Hon) in the project. It is most likely that some native
Chinese scholars were summoned to help with the translation since there was not
an individual Thai scholar at that time who was competant in both the Thai and
Chinese languages. 39 It is believed that the King commissioned two groups of
scholars: a group of knowledgable Chinese to translate the Chinese text and a group
of Thai scholars to improve and edit the translated text. Sang Phatthanothai who
did comprehensive glossaries of the names of characters and places in Samkok and
in San-kuo yen-i gave an interesting opinion on these two groups of the translating
committee as follows:

W1::'l.J1'YHUib~1J'Yi1::'Yi'Yl1H.Itl~VlHVn t~n'i'"ll'f11~~ 1
Tth~ L~L ~1'Yi1::mw1:: fl~\1 (VIu) ei1u 1[1111"HLU~L~a\1~13Jiinaan11111111M1~U
d~JU111M1l 'YJ[J ••• 1J::~a\lii~'Yld \ID1UH b'U.11"11'1111 ~ \13Jtl \IL ~Ufi113Ji:h firu"lltl\1
L~tl\1~13Jii11 LU'U.fl1 ~\I~U'l.J~\.1,\.1,[}~1 \ILLii\1-D'U.
~1111111LLU ~L~a \1~13Jiinaamtlum '13-11'Ylmfui\ILn~l~-h~u~m L~[1\.l.
L-if1 \;Jfi\UJY.h
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It has been understood that Phrabat Somdet Phraphutthayotfii

ChulalOk, the First Ruler [Rama I], commissioned Chaophraya
Phrakhlang (Hon) to supervise in translating Samkok from Chinese
into Thai ... There must have been powerful officials who perceived
the importance of Samkok and consequently gave strong support
36. The list of Chliophrayli Phrakhlang (Hon) 's works are included in the biographical pieces already

cited in note 34 above.
37.

See the "Introduction" of Wannakhadi, p. 10.

38. There is no record as to Chliophrayli Phrakhlang (Hon) 's date of birth.

39. "Tamniin," p. 30.
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to the project.
One may notice from the translation of SQmkok into Thai
that a Fukienese was most likely the chief edit-or, since the names
of people and places transcribed from the Chinese in the translation
were, for the most part, pronounced in the Fukienese dialect. In
.addition, however, there were probably also speakers of Ch' ao-chou,
the K' e-chia, the Cantonese, and the Hainanese dialects, who
served as members of the editorial committee for the translation. 40

"
Being in charge of the project, it was Chaophraya
Phrakhlang (Hon)'s
duty not only to polish the Thai translation but also to assure that the two groups
of scholars were able to cooperate and communicate well with one another. For such
v
a difficult position Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon) appeared to be the most appropriate
person. The position of Phrakhlang in those days was equivalent to that of the
present-day the Ministers of Finance and Commerce combined. The Phrakhlang
was endowed with the authority to govern and control the Chinese immigrants in
the country as well as to handle the trade with China. With such administrative
power and cultural exposure, the Phrakhlang must have received the kind of respect
from both groups of translators which was needed to maintain his superior· status
and the success of the translation.
C. Different Editions
Due to the difficulty in gaining access to the early editions of S'iimkok which
are preserved as rare boo.ks in the Library of the National Academy of Thailand,
the present work must, unfortunately, rely on secondary sources. The following
information on the different editions of Siimkok is derived mostly from two pieces
of writing by Prince Damrong. 41
There are altogether three different editions of the Siimkok text. The first
edition, which is comprised of ninety-five samutthai ~n.j~hm (volumes), is the original
work purportedly edited by Chaophraya Phrakhlang (Hon). This 1805 edition was
circulated for about sixty years in the form of hand-written copies using various
implements, such as, lead pencil (sen dinso Lft'U.~'IUUl), powdered pencil (sen fun
Lft'U.~'U.). and realgar (sen horadiin Lft'U.'VI''l"fl1'U.}. Most of these copies of Siimkok were
reproduced under the order and sponsorship of rich and noble people who wished
40. Sang, "Author's Introduction," p. 4.
41. These two sources are: 1) Prince Damrong's "Introduction" to the 1928 edition of Siimkok
reprinted in the 1973 edition by Bamrungsii.n, pp. 1-7; 2) "Tamnii.n," pp. 34-39.
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to have possession of this work in their library collections. A few of these hand-written
copies originally owned by noble members are now kept as rare books in the Library
of the National Academy of Thailand. Prince Damrong in 1928 remarked that not
all of the Siimkok copies in the National Academy Library are complete and that
only the one which originally belonged to Kromliiang Worasetsudi mli'V1~1~TIL«1,!"~1
appears intact. Since these Library copies are now inaccessible to the public, there
is no way to check whether Prince Damrong' s above statement remains true.
A printed edition of Siimkok appeared for the first time in 1865 when the
first publishing company in the country, owned by the American missionary,
"Mo Bratle" 'VIllilm~L~fi or Dr. Bradley (d. 1871), began to publish Thai literary
works. 42 The text of this printed edition represents the revised version made
from ·three different copies 43 of the hand-written edition. Dr. Bradley, who did
the editing, rearranged the printed work into a four-volume set. According to
Prince Damrong, about fifty sets were sold to King Rama IV (r. 1851-1868) who
had all along given encouragement to the progress of publication. 44 Dr. Bradley's
first printed edition of Siimkok was so popularly received by the reading public that
the work was reprinted five times during the period of sixty-three years, from 1865
to 1928. The last three publications of Siimkok were not printed by Dr. Bradley and
in them many minor mistakes were made.
The third edition of S""amkok appeared in early 1928 on the day the cremation
of HRH Princess Sukhumin Marasri ftl1Lfl';Jfi1::'U.HL~1 ""ljll1~ll11f'l'1 Vi1::am11'!JL'YI~
was held. 45 This new edition of Siimkok was provided as a funeral gift for this
event. The selection of the funeral gift was made by the Princess's son, Prince
42. Dr. D.B. Bradley was a medical doctor who came to Thailand in 1835 as a member of the American
missionaries. He was the first person to introduce the use of printing presses into the country and
he owned the first printing company of Thailand. The first publication of Thai books appeared on
June 3, 1836. Dr. Bradley also published the first newspaper, the Bangkok Recorder, which was
launched on the 4th of July, 1844. His contributions during the 36 years he spent in Thailand are
considerable, especially in the area of modern medicine, the technique and progress of publication,
and the growth and circulation of Thai language texts and literature. For more information, see
Niii Honhiiai 'U.1!1l'I'I'U.'I'I'JrJ, MO Platre kap Krung Sayiim '1'13J8uff!Lt'16rium-3W!l13J (Dr. Bradley and
Siam), (Bangkok: Phraephitthaya, 1954) and Khurusaphi tp,W1l1, ed., Prachum phongsawadlin
tl1:::"!3JVHfl11fl11 (Compiled Chronicles) Vol. 18 (Bangkok: Su'ksaphan, 1965).
43. One of these copies belonged to Somdet Chiophrayi Barommaha Srisuriyawong ft3JL~~L~1V41:::!11lJ13J3J'I'I1fl'&;li!l1-3ft, who sponsored the translations of at least eighteen Chinese historical novels
during the reigns of Rama IV and V (1851-1910).
44. "Tamnin," p. 35.
45. She died on July 9, 1927.
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Boriphat Lf1'rhtl1~m. who had a special interest in and a deep appreciation for
the Samkok novel. With great concern for the degraded quality of the existing
printed text, Prince Boriphat requested that Prince Damrong, who was then the
President of the National Academy of Thailand, make a comprehensive textual
re-examination so that the language of Samkok could be preserved in its original
greatness of quality. Prince Damrong, similarly concerned with the problem,
accepted Prince BOriphat's proposal, which promised full financial support for the
project of; editing and ·printing. 46 Three· men were commissioned to the responsibility for the publication: Phraya Pot~hanaprlcha -.,,.::li1VHI~t11~1 as the chief
editor, Khun Wannarakwi~hit ~~n,.mi'n~~~m as the editor's assistant, and Phra
Phinitwannakin -.,,.::~il ~n,.mm,. who arranged the table of contents. 47 In
doing the research and documentation, Prince Damrong was assisted by Phra
Chen~hin' akson m::L~~1wan~,.. A Thai expert on Chinese, and by Professor
George Coed~s. In re-examinging the text, three different versions were used as
sources, namely, the original hand-written edition of Samkok. the Bradley early
printed version, . and the Mao ·Tsung-kang version. of San-kuo yen-i. 48 · Since
then the revised National Academy edition has been used as the standard text of
Samkok in Thailand. The main purpose of this 1928 edition was to preserve the

original body and quality of the 1805 edition. However, the new edition bears some
extra features. It provides explanatory footnotes to the main text, gives the equivalent
Thai year of the Buddhist Era in parenthesis following the Chinese year, and
incorporates illustrations portraying some of the major scenes along with the main
text.
From the above discussion, it is clear that the Mao .Tsung-kang version of
the San-kuo yen-i novel is the original Chinese text that was used for the translation
"
of SQmkok, and it was probably completed by Chiophraya
Phrakhlang (Hon) before
the year 1805. The 1928 edition of Samkok. which is the current standard text, is
valuable to the present study exactly because of its achievement in preserving the
"
style, the text, and the language originally embodied in Chaophraya
Phrakhlang
46. Prince Damrong's "Introduction," p. 2.
47. Prince Damrong's "Introduction," p. 4.
48. The hand-written copy used for the 1928 edition was owned by Kromliiang Worasetsudi f11:tJ'I'IM'l'l
nL~1J"fl1, and it is now preserved in the Library of the National Academy of Thailand. As for
the Bradley edition, many copies were borrowed from individual owners. Prince Damrong failed to
give the bibliographical information regarding the Chinese text of San-kuo yen-i that was used by
the editor of the 1928 version.
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(Hon)'s version. It is therefore quite legitimate to use the Mao version of San-kuo
yen-i and the 1928 edition of Samkok as sources for the textual comparison.
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